SWISS PLEAT AND
WAVE CURTAINS

Silent Gliss

BESPOKE
CURTAINS

Made-to-measure
curtains
The Silent Gliss made-to-measure curtain
offer combines premium curtain track systems
with a remarkable range of fabrics sewn by our
experienced team of curtain makers.
Select from our unique Swiss Pleat, or the
contemporary Wave curtain headings. Made
from carefully selected and tested fabrics in
The Collection by Silent Gliss.

THE SILENT GLISS PROMISE

SWISS PLEAT CURTAIN HEADING

Precision engineered curtain tracks
combined with beautiful fabrics sewn
by in-house specialists, supported with
the highest level of customer service –
that’s our promise.

Our unique Swiss Pleat headings offer a delicate,
understated heading aligned with more traditional
curtain design.
WAVE CURTAIN HEADING

The Wave curtain heading transforms traditional
curtains into a striking, modern design statement.

Swiss Pleat
curtain heading
The Swiss Pleat is a unique curtain heading only available from
Silent Gliss. Using bespoke high-performance gliders sewn
into the curtain, it is an understated alternative to traditional
curtain headings.

Swiss Single Pleat –
1.5 fullness for a lighter curtain.

Offered in two fullness options, the shallow heading design is
particularly suited to layered or lightweight curtains, or where
fitting space is limited. Swiss Pleat curtains are available on a
wide range of Silent Gliss hand, cord and electrically operated
tracks, including Metropole.

Swiss Double Pleat –
2.0 fullness for a denser curtain.

Wave curtain
heading

PLANNING YOUR CURTAIN

Wave is offered in 60mm and 80mm depths to accommodate
preferred styles and fitting considerations.

Silent Gliss has created a unique curtain heading system
that turns traditional curtains into a striking, modern design
statement.
As an alternative to traditional headings, Wave offers a more
contemporary look throughout the curtain drop: when
opened, the curtains stack back neatly, and when closed the
fabric hangs in a smooth, continuous wave.

80mm Wave for a deep,
defined shape.

Available across a wide range of hand, cord and electrically
operated tracks, using our unique 2C silent glider you are assured
of the same premium performance you’ve come to expect from
Silent Gliss.
Select from a broad range of fabrics from The Collection by
Silent Gliss, all tested and proven to deliver a stunning wave
finish throughout the drop of the curtain.

NEAT CURTAIN STACK-BACK

Undulating curves when your curtains are
closed transform into a neat stack-back when
opened.

60mm Waves for a subtle,
flowing finish.

The reinvention of
the classic curtain.

Fabrics –
beyond
decoration

Silent Gliss offers a wide range of fabrics tested and proven to work on both
the Wave and Swiss Pleat curtain headings.
From sheer to blackout, plain and textured fabrics, The Collection presents
curtain fabrics in colours to complement any interior design scheme.
All Silent Gliss fabrics are flame retardant, and many have proven acoustic
performance and sustainability credentials. The Collection also includes fabrics
with antimicrobial and antibacterial properties for healthcare environments.
Check out the Silent Gliss online fabric finder.

Textured fabrics which closely
resemble natural fibres but are
flame retardant

Technically superior fabrics
with an aluminium backing for
increased heat and light reflection

Dimout fabrics for
room darkening

Antibacterial and stain-resistant
fabrics suited to healthcare
environments

COLORAMA® – A SILENT GLISS EXCLUSIVE

In 1981 Silent Gliss introduced an exclusive fabric that was to transform
the internal shading industry: Colorama.
This sophisticated, soft and flame retardant fabric is woven to guarantee
optimum hanging performance for both Swiss Pleat and Wave curtains.
Such is its versatility it’s available in thirty colours, three transparencies
and various finishes including Acoustic, Multicolour, Eco and Bioactive. In
addition to being highly decorative Colorama has Standard 100 by
Oeko-Tex® and Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM Bronze sustainability
credentials.

Colorama Acoustic with
superior acoustic performance
which belies its agile appearance

Colorama Multicolour woven
with multicolour yarn for
attenuated colour and texture

Colorama Eco made
from 100% recycled
pre-consumer polyester

Colorama Bioactive, antibacterial
with inherent silver ions, suited
to healthcare environments

Quality
since 1952
When choosing Silent Gliss made-to-measure curtains you are
assured of high-end products and manufacturing standards
associated with an established, global, market-leading brand.
Our experienced, trained staff are on hand to offer advice and
expertise to support the most challenging of projects. Regardless
of the level of complexity, Silent Gliss can guide you through
the process from measuring to fitting the finished curtains.

THE SILENT REVOLUTION

SOPHISTICATED WALL FITTING

NEATLY HIDDEN

THE BENDING SPECIALIST

Silent Gliss premium 2C gliders and
rollers combined with the specially
coated tracks allow curtains to move
smoothly and silently.

Smart fix brackets are a sophisticated
and uniform bracket range which
includes magnetic metal covers which
elegantly hide the screw.

Recess profiles are available that can
be bent to the tightest radii – the
curtains appear to literally hang from
the ceiling!

Silent Gliss tracks can be forward and
reverse bent to accommodate the
most challenging installations.
Advanced techniques and years of
experience ensure maximum gliding
efficiency on the tightest curves.

Used for both Swiss Pleat and Wave
curtain headings, these gliders are
manufactured using 2 materials, a hard
component which ensures stability and
a soft ‘filling’ to absorb the noise. The
end result is unprecedented silence.

The Architects
of Silence.

The Architects of Silence
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Silent Gliss Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park
Poorhole Lane
Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT
United Kingdom
T +44 1843 863571
info@silentgliss.co.uk

Silent Gliss Canada
110 Cumberland Street
Suite 506
Toronto
Ontario, M5R 3V5
Canada
T +1 647 884 5874
info@silentgliss.ca

silentgliss.co.uk

silentgliss.ca

Silent Gliss Global Ltd.
Pyramid Business Park
Poorhole Lane
Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2PT
United Kingdom
T +44 1843 874250
info@silentglissglobal.com

Silent Gliss Blinds Trading LLC
The H Hotel Complex
Trade Center First
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T +971 4 7050318
info@silentgliss.ae

silentglissglobal.com

silentgliss.ae
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Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers
functional and durable products. Expert technical
advice coupled with installation and support
services complete the offer. Silent Gliss stands
for innovative, sustainable, tailor made solutions,
exceptional design and first-class quality.
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Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly committed
to the development of the worlds’ smoothest, quietest systems
using state of the art technology.

